TRAVEL IS
BACK
ARE YOU READY?
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Prologue

The Travel & Tourism sector suffered a

up consumer demand could mean the

loss of almost US$4.5 trillion in 2020,

biggest ever peak booking season for

with the contribution to GDP dropping

brands.

by a staggering 49.1% compared to
2019; relative to a 3.7% GDP decline of

Understanding what consumers now

the global economy in 20201.

want, and how to influence them
is more critical than ever for travel

Now, with a third of the world fully

marketers.

vaccinated, travel is opening back up.
But it looks very different to how it did

The following Whitepaper highlights

before.

key Consumer Trends, Profiles,
and Marketing Tactics to inform
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The next six months will be make-or-

your brand’s successful Post-Covid

break for many travel brands as pent

bounce-back strategy.
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Safety

Consumers concerned about catching a
virus with each activity

Safety
brands, but COVID-19 has moved it to the top of the

41-55

agenda.

46
56

+56

In August 2020, 50% of US consumers were saying

64

18-40

that they feared catching the virus from travelling ,
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much of that fear is now being dispelled with increased

46

41-55

53

+56

61

vaccination - but higher risk and older travellers are still

testing of staff, there are innumerable actions brands
can take to ensure the safety of travellers and staff and marketers need to ensure their brand is trusted to
be safe.
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From mask-wearing, to deep-cleaning, to regular

18-40

Staying in
a hotel

especially in need of reassurance.

Domestic
flights

18-40

Going on
a cruise

Safety has always been a consideration for travel

International
travel

Age

Flexibility
Travel is more unpredictable than ever. Amidst constant
uncertainty around green, amber, and red lists,
consumers are on the lookout for flexibility from their
travel providers. Google have reported that 57% of
consumers globally say they expect travel booking to be
flexible and easy to change or cancel without penalty3.
Uncertainty has also led to a surge of demand for travel
between July 2020 and July 20214.

6

of consumers globally say they
expect travel booking to be
flexible and easy to change or
cancel without penalty
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insurance, and prices have risen accordingly, up 38%

57%

Familiarity
With the world changing so much since many travellers’
last trip, ABTA have reported that holidaymakers
are now seeking out familiarity and tending to visit
locations they have been to before. ABTA’s data shows
that UK travellers were most likely to want to visit Spain
(33%) or France (19%) in 2021. 32% of people said they
would be likely to visit a country they had never been to
before (down from 45% the previous year) and 41% said
to before (down from 54%)5.
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are likely to visit a country they
have never been to before, down
from 45% the previous year
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they’re likely to visit a resort or city they had never been

32%

Variance in travel motivations
Value for money
Special offers /
deals
Once in a lifetime
experience

The Grand Reunion

Weather / time
of year

The hiatus of global travel has made far-flung family
and friends feel further away than ever before. It

Distance required
to travel

is unsurprising therefore that almost one in three
travellers say they are planning on visiting friends or
family on their next trip. Comparing UK consumer travel
motivations pre- and post-pandemic reveals that ‘being

Cultural experience
Ease of traveling e.g. direct journey, no visa
/ vaccinations needed

able to visit friends / family’ has shown the biggest

Familiarity with the destination i.e. places
you've visited before
Being able to visit friends / family
-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

Source: YouGov Profiles
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Relaxing experience

gains.

Delayed Honeymoon
Boom
In the UK alone over 300,000 weddings have been
delayed since March 20206, but now that the majority
of restrictions have been lifted the bells are ringing
once more. Google Searches for ‘Best Honeymoon
Destinations’ are up 90% in the UK over the past 90
days7.
With a surge in demand and some destinations off the
table due to restrictions, travellers should expect lack of
availability and inflated prices for honeymoon hotspots.
good alternative honeymoon for cash-strapped couples
unwilling to make the traditional trip to Maldives.
Camping in the Cotswolds anyone?

9

increase in Google Searches for
‘Best Honeymoon Destinations’
over the past 90 days
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Brands need to consider if their offering could make a

90%

Pet Priorities
UK households bought 3.2 million pets during lockdown,
taking the total number of pets in the UK to 34 million8.
Many of these pets are now due to be taken on their
first holiday, so it’s unsurprising that searches for ‘dog
friendly’ holiday rentals and glamping sites have been
rising. And for those animals that are getting left at
home, ‘Kennel’ related searches also reached their
highest ever peak in the UK in August 20219.
Airlines such as South Africa’s Lift are seizing the
opportunity by allowing small dogs to travel with their
owners on certain flights.

global travellers think pet-allowed accommodation
needs improvement10. Properties like Portofino’s upscale
Belmond Hotel Splendido provide pet perks such as Dog
Massages and gourmet pet food11.
Meanwhile, Airbnb saw searches for pet-friendly rentals
grow by 65% year-over-year for Q1 202112.
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YoY increase in searches for perfriendly properties on Airbnb
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On the accommodation side of the equation, 94% of

+65%

Ecotravel: Low and Slow
According to Booking.com’s 2021 Sustainable Travel
Report, 72% of travellers think that travel companies
should offer sustainable travel choices13. Global tourism is
a big industry, supporting millions of jobs and responsible
for 10.8% of the world’s GDP, and it also accounts for 8% of
carbon emissions14.
In 2011, only 19% of people said they were more likely to
choose one company over another based on a better
environmental record. This had risen to 38% in 2020. Those
agreeing that travel companies should ensure that their
holidays help the local people and economy has risen
from just over half (51%) to almost two-thirds (62%)15.

fewer but longer trips which provide true immersion
in a different culture. These trips are likely to involve
opportunities for remote working as well as leisure and
will be less carbon-intensive than traditional short breaks
as they open up the possibility of alternative transport
methods to flights.
11

travellers think that travel
companies should offer
sustainable travel choices
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One emerging trend in the luxury space is towards

72%

Endless Trip – The New Nomads
What if you never stopped travelling?
The traditional dichotomy between travel ‘for business’ or ‘for

Cities are now competing to win over nomads and the spending

pleasure’ is increasingly being challenged by the rise of ‘Digital

power they bring with them, and sites such as nomadlist.com

Nomads’. This new breed of slow travellers are drifting their way

provide a platform to compare their offerings, using metrics such

around the world working off hostel and coffee shop wifi.

as wifi speed, average temperature and cost of living.

The pandemic has accelerated the idea of becoming location

In 2020, 10.9 million American workers described themselves as

agnostic for many individuals who’ve embraced the opportunity

Digital Nomads, an increase of 49% from 201916.

to work remotely and explore new locations and cultures.
For brands, providing the facilities needed to attract Digital

or freelancers, but COVID-accelerated new WFH policies have

Nomads, or even better to keep them for an extended period,

opened up the opportunity to full-time employees.

could offer a formidable new revenue stream.
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Traditionally, these Digital Nomads have been self-employed

‘Digital nomad’ (topic) global Google search volume
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25/09/2019

Source: Google Trends
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25/09/2020

25/09/2021
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Space Travel – The Final
Frontier?
In 2001, American businessman Dennis Tito became the
world’s first Space Tourist, paying a reported $20 million
USD for his trip.
A lot has changed since then, with players such as Virgin
Galactic, Space X and Blue Origin all innovating in the
space and bringing prices down. The cost of a ticket on
Virgin Galactic is now listed at £450,000.
The commercial space-race has well and truly lifted
generated by the global space industry may increase
to more than $1 trillion by 204017. As of 2018, 42% of
Americans said they would be interested in making the
trip, but if costs can be brought down we may well see
these numbers rise dramatically18.

14

of Americans say they would
definitely/probably be interested
in going into space
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off, and Stanley have estimated that the revenue

42%

SEVEN
TRAVEL
PERSONAS
FOR 2022
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“I just want to be in a beach club in
Ibiza with a cocktail in hand.”

THE YOLO
JET-SETTER

KEY BARRIERS

COVID restrictions in destinations
Quarantines

KEY DESIRES

TOP DEVICE
High

T R AV E L H E S I TA N C Y
Low

16

TOP SOCIAL CHANNEL
High

caution to the wind and get back out
some of the cash they’ve saved over the
past 18 months on a blow-out holiday.

S even T ravel P ersonas for 2 0 2 2

Low

cooped up and is ready to throw
into the world. They’re ready to spend

Exclusive experiences
Live events

SPEND

The YOLO jet-setter is fed up of being

“I’d love to get away but it still doesn’t
feel completely safe.”

SPEND
Low
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Safety concerns
Crowds

very careful since the start of the

KEY DESIRES

Refund policies
Health & safety policies
Privacy

High

TOP SOCIAL CHANNEL
High

pandemic, and their desire to get away
is balanced with a strong instinct to

TOP DEVICE

T R AV E L H E S I TA N C Y
Low

The Anxious Passenger has been

protect themselves and those around
them.

S even T ravel P ersonas for 2 0 2 2

THE
ANXIOUS
PASSENGER

KEY BARRIERS

“With most of the honeymoon spots
closed, we’re not sure where to go.”

SPEND
Low
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KEY DESIRES

Romance
Relaxation

High

TOP SOCIAL CHANNEL
High

wedding multiple times, so the last
thing they want is complications with
their honeymoon. They want to go

TOP DEVICE

T R AV E L H E S I TA N C Y
Low

Price
Climate

The Delayed “I Do”s had to move their

somewhere warm and relaxing where
they can have a week of luxury that
won’t break the bank.

S even T ravel P ersonas for 2 0 2 2

THE
DELAYED
“I DO”

KEY BARRIERS

“The world is still so uncertain, I want to
holiday somewhere that I already know.”

SPEND
Low
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Travel time and difficulty
Cost

exhausted from the past eighteen

KEY DESIRES

Familiarity
Activities for children

High

TOP SOCIAL CHANNEL
High

months. Rather than discovering new
places they want to relax somewhere

TOP DEVICE

T R AV E L H E S I TA N C Y
Low

The Comfort Seeker feels mentally

that they know is a family favourite.
S even T ravel P ersonas for 2 0 2 2

THE
COMFORT
SEEKER

KEY BARRIERS

“I don’t think I could enjoy my holiday if
I had to leave Bella at home.”

THE FURRY
PLUS ONE

lockdown and found it quickly became
part of the family. They don’t want to go

KEY DESIRES

Pet and owner activities
Outdoor space

TOP SOCIAL CHANNEL
High

anywhere without it.

S even T ravel P ersonas for 2 0 2 2
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‘No pet’ transport and accomodation

High

T R AV E L H E S I TA N C Y
Low

The Furry Plus One bought a pet over

TOP DEVICE

SPEND
Low

KEY BARRIERS

“I want to holiday without
hurting the planet.”

THE ECO
EXPLORER

KEY BARRIERS

Carbon footprint of air travel
COVID-consciousness
KEY DESIRES

TOP DEVICE
High

T R AV E L H E S I TA N C Y
Low
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TOP SOCIAL CHANNEL
High

kind to the planet. They want carbon
beautiful destinations.
S even T ravel P ersonas for 2 0 2 2

Low

desire to get away with their duty to be
neutral travel options and naturally

Carbon offsetting
Eco-accommodation
Veggie and vegan food
SPEND

The Eco Explorer has to square their

“I want to work and see the
world simultaneously.”

THE DIGITAL
NOMAD

KEY BARRIERS

The Digital Nomad takes a location

Poor internet connectivity
High living cost

agnostic approach to work, drifting
Macbook Pro and a long list of clients

KEY DESIRES

Low

TOP DEVICE
High

T R AV E L H E S I TA N C Y
Low
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TOP SOCIAL CHANNEL
High

that they freelance for.
S even T ravel P ersonas for 2 0 2 2

New places to explore
Communities of like-minded individuals

SPEND

through continents armed with a

HOW
BRANDS
CAN WIN
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Use Digital to Flex Messaging
With January 2022 looking set to be a pivotal period for travel

management and optimisation. At ROAST we have developed

brands, it's essential that they’re well set up to make hay

a Natural Language Processing tool which pulls a snapshot of

while the sun shines. However, with uncertainty over location

live ad copy from brands using PPC (pay-per-click) Google ads

availability likely to still be rife, messaging and ad spend may still

at scale and analyses the language used, revealing the angles

need to be adjusted rapidly. Taking a digital-first approach will

advertisers are focussing on and how they are shifting.

enable brands to flex messaging towards ‘open’ locations and
desirable product benefits, as well as avoiding potential losses

ROAST are able to run this tool at scale across a chosen set of

incurred by having to cancel or make last minute changes to ads.

URLs that are running paid search, allowing brands to see trends
in the messaging being used by their competitor set.

24

need flexibility over the coming period, and understanding how

A sample of some of the analysis from this tool is shown on the

competitor messaging is shifting will be essential for campaign

next page.
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Paid Search in particular will be a key channel for brands that

Flexibility

Flexibility

0.7
0.8

0.6

0.4

Price

Abundance

BOOKING.COM
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0.1

Urgency
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Heuristics

Authority

Flexibility

Flexibility
0.8

Price

Abundance
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Price
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Urgency

Authority
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0.6

AV I S

E A S YJ E T

0.6

Category
Heuristics

Source: ROAST NLP Tool

Urgency

Authority

0.8

Abundance

Price

0.4

0.3

Category
Heuristics

0.6
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Abundance

0.5

Build Brand Association
with Safety, Reliability and
Trustworthiness

Top Travel Brands that represent ‘Quality’, as
rated by UK consumers

AIRLINES

Consumers are nervous, not only about their health and safety,
but also about losing their money. Now, more than ever people
want to book with brands they trust - and when it comes to

40%

33%

advertising, building trust is all about moving up the funnel and
building positive, reassuring brand associations.
AIRPORTS

Remember that the increased consumer impetus on ‘familiarity’
not just on location, but on providers as well. In this respect, the
incumbent big travel brands have an advantage over smaller,

29%

22%

independents.
TRANSPORT

Leveraging the power of social proof in ad creative and on-site,
brandishing any ABTA certifications or awards, and highlighting
years of experience and refund policies can all help shift the dial.
Source: YouGov Profiles
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21%

22%
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What can brands do to help consumers conquer their hesitancy?

Use Search and Content to
Answer Consumer Questions
Many consumers are desperate to go abroad - they want to
know where they can go, and what actions if any they need to
take before and after.
Brands should be helping them with their decision-making,
providing critical information throughout the purchase journey.
Providing the right onsite content will not only help improve

Recommended searches, Google, London, 22/10/21

your organic rankings, it can also dramatically improve user
experience.
With ever-increasing Voice usage, brands need to not only
building voice-friendly content, your listings will be enhanced
for these users and could lead to a much-improved customer
experience. Failing to get ahead of this trend, could lead to
missed opportunities and market share in the longer term.
EasyJet content example
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be aware of, but take advantage of this search evolution. By

Double Down on First-Party Data and CX
Travel has become more difficult over the past couple of years

need to be well set up to deliver these experiences coherently,

and consumers are now asking much more from brands. In order

efficiently and at scale.

to reassure understandably nervous and demanding consumers,
brands need to build strong relationships with them by designing

Changes in the digital ecosystem, such as Apple’s new privacy-

and executing a robust CX strategy.

first approach and the incoming deprecation of third-party
cookies on Chrome (for more information, read our ‘Cookie

Consumers’ needs have multiplied; they need more real-time

Conundrum’ whitepaper) mean that first-party data is

updates, more up-front communication, more nudging towards a

becoming more important than ever, and brands with a strong

booking and more hand-holding through their holiday. To deliver

strategy will win by building loyalty in a saturated and often

this, brands need to ensure they are gathering good first party

price-dominated competitive landscape.

data, stored in well-architected and easily accessible databases.
This moment of decreased price-consciousness is an opportunity

understand which new steps and pain points exist and how

for brands to accelerate along the path to loyalty, and

customers can be guided through them. Customer experiences

exceptional CX is the rocket-fuel needed to get ahead of the

now tend to be complex cross-channel journeys, and brands

competition.
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They then need to revisit their customer journeys in order to

Use Insights to Understand New
Customer Needs
As was shown in the first half of this whitepaper, consumer

pandemic. Consumer desires around travel have changed, and

attitudes and behaviours towards travel have shifted

in order to plan messaging accordingly it’s essential to know

dramatically. These broad insights should be kept in mind, but

what your customers really want.

in order to make truly data-driven decisions, brands should
focus on gathering insights on their real customers and target

When it comes to media consumption patterns we have also

consumer clusters.

seen dramatic shifts. How many of your customers are now on
‘emerging’ platforms like TikTok? How has their device usage and

Site analytics, search trend analysis and social listening are all

research patterns shifted now they’re no longer commuting every

valuable sources of easily available data, but the best way to

day?

glean true insight from real customers is to ask them directly
Undertaking research to refresh customer personas and feed
this into media strategies will give brands a strong competitive

30

Many brands are likely to find that their old customers are

advantage. Your customers in January 2022 are not the same as

in drastic need of a refresh, or even a full reimaging post-

they were in January 2020.
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using surveys or focus groups.

Quick Wins

Alongside the broader themes above, we have also pulled out some
Quick Wins that Marketers should already be actioning:
• Shorten remarketing pool lists as the
situation is changing so fast
• Ensure knowing which Destinations

• Use a Data Layer for Dynamic
Retargeting
• Undertake keyword research to

are going up and down in part of your

understand how searches are

monthly marketing cycle

changing

• Capitalise fast on intent

• Talk to ROAST about a pre-January
review so we can help you prepare for

• Leverage Automation + Human Input,
getting the balance right here is critical

31

what could be the biggest month travel
has ever seen

Are you looking for a bespoke insights deep dive to
guide your brand’s marketing spend and allow you
to make more powerful digital plays?
ROAST can deliver in-depth insights on trends, behaviours and
market analysis directly affecting your performance that are
critical to guide your successful marketing strategy.
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the more impactful marketing decisions in 2022.

+44 (0)20 8102 8500
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G et in touch

GET
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Get in touch for your custom report, which will arm you to make
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